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Some Approximation Problems 
in the Theory of Stationary Processes 
Yu. A. ROZANOV 
Steklov Mathematical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Moscow, U.S.S.R. 
In this paper, necessary and sulhcient conditions for the regularity of a general 
(multivariate) stationary process are obtained. These subsume all the known 
criteria of regularity for such processes. 
Let {t,(t)} be an arbitrary family of univariate stationary processes 
with discrete time t = 0, & l,... . If we consider every component &(t), 
- 00 < t -=c co, as a function of t in some Hilbert space H, then the stationarity 
of the family means that the inner product (E,(s), &(t)) of 5‘,(s) and [s(t) in H 
depends only on s - t. 
It is well known that each component &(t), - oo < t < 00, can be represented 
in the form f,(t) = Va, where a = E,(O) and U is an unitary operator in a 
space H, generated by all elements &a(t), which we shall denote as 
H = v t,(t). 
u.t 
For our purposes, we may consider only those components f,(t), which are 
linearly independent. Following our paper [I], we shall consider a general 
stationary process as the pair {&, Ut} of some separable subspace JZ? and a 
group of unitary operators Ut, --co < t < co, in the Hilbert space H. (In fact, 
it is a family of univariate stationary processes t,(t) = Uta, - 00 < t < co, 
where a E &’ is a new parameter.) 
The classical approximation problems, e.g. extrapolation or interpolation 
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(see, for example, [2]), raise the following general question. Let B be some 
subspace in 
H = v Utd 
--m<t-<m 
and 
L = v UtB 
--m<t<oo 
be the minimal invariant subspace containing B. When does L = H? 
We study this question here and we obtain, as a corollary, new conditions for 
the regularity’ 
? W--co, 4 = @I (1) 
where 
H(-co, n) = V Utd. 
t<a 
We obtain also some other corollaries which can be useful in the extrapolation 
and interpolation problems.2 
1. We assume that there is a so-called spectral densityf, , -ST < X < V, 
which is a measurable positive operator-valued function in the Hilbert space JS? 
such that 
J* 
n ( Utal , a,) = eiAt(fAul , u2) dA 
--n 
foralla,,a,~~and-co<<<<. 
It is convenient to deal with f iI2 instead of fA , where f i/2 is an arbitrary mea- 
surable self-adjoint operator-valued function in &, 
and to consider the Hilbert space A?2(~) of all measurable d-valued functions 
a(h), glla(h) l12dh < CO, with the inner product of any elements u~(A),u,(X)E~?~(.&‘) 
determined by 
s a (4% a,@)) d4 -77 
1 In other words, it means that the stationary process {d, Ut} is purely nondeter- 
ministic. 
s Some similar results were presented at the Symposium on “Linear operators and 
approximations” at Oberwolfach, August, 1971. 
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namely, our stationary process (&, Ut> with the spectral density fn is isometric to 
the pair {f :‘“&, @t} of the subspace f iI”& C Y2(Jbz) and the group of unitary 
operators of multiplication by the scalar function eiAt 
( Utul , a,) = 
s 
(ei”tfi”a, , f it2a2) dh. 
--II 
The corresponding subspace H in g2(&) will be 
Let B be some subspace in 92(xZ) and S = (%?&I), %?a@),...} be a complete 
system of functions in B. We denote by B,(A) the subspace in the Hilbert 
space JZI generated by all values VI(X), kp,(A), . . . . Obviously, the closure -- - - 
B(A) = Bs(A) d oes not depend on S in the sense that B,,(h) = B,,(A) for 
almost all A, -r < h < 7~, if S, , S, are any two complete systems in B. We 
call B(A), -r < h < rr, a space-function, generated by the space B C 9(d). 
LEMMA 1. The s&space 
L = v eiatB (3) 
-m<t<m 
consists of all functions V(A) E 5?2(d) such that 
V(X) E B(h) for a.a. A. 
Proof. Every function V(A) f rom the subspace L is a limit for a.a. X of some 
linear form &eiVZk(A), where the functions tip,(h) belong to B, so that %(A) 
satisfies the condition (4). Note that for any V(h) from B and a scalar measurable 
function c(A), c 1 c(A)la 11 U(A)/12 d\ < co, the product c(h)%?(A) being a function 
from L. Besides, for any V1(X), g2(h), the inner product (VI(A), U,(A)) is a 
measurable function of A, -r < X < r. Therefore under the condition (4), the 
projection V@)(X) = z;sICk(h) cig,(A) of the value %‘(A) E& on the linear manifold 
of qq, g&)9 **a, %‘&I) E d as a function of A belongs to L, and for a complete 
system VI(h), %‘a(h), . . . in B we have 
for a.a. A, 
where II Vtn)(A) - U(X)ll” < 11 w(A)l12. So 
lim n 
I 11 %‘(“)(A) - U(A)l12 dh = 0 
and 
n-+m --D 
V(h) EL. 
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As a corollary of this lemma we obtain the following result: the relation L = H 
is true if and only if 
- ___ 
B(X) = f p!z for a.a. A. (5) 
2. We shall be interested in the structure of subspaces 
B = H(T) 0 H(S), 
where T, S are some sets of integers and for any set T, 
H(T) = V ee”tfii22. 
teT 
One can say that H(T) is the subspace, generated by all values t,(t), t E T, of 
univariate components of the stationary process under consideration, and B is 
“the innovation” in comparison with H(S). 
Let us consider a linear space L, of all d-valued integrable functions v(h), 
-T < h < T, with the Fourier decomposition of the form 
y(h) - 1 akeiak 
koT 
such that 
for a.a. h (7) 
and 
s 
n 
-;I f ,“$(M” dh < 03 (8) 
where f ;112 means the inverse operator from f i/s& to f :l2& that uniquely 
determines f h112 for the self-adjoint operator f i/2 in the Hilbert space &. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be the complement of a set S, in the above notation, i.e., 
TUS is the set of all integers. Then the subspace B = H(T) 0 H(S) in 6e2(&) can 
be described as 
B = f$12LT . (9) 
Proof. If V(h) E B then for all a E & 
I 
n 
emias(Sf(h), fi’2a) dA = Iv e-ihs(f~‘%?(A), a) dh = 0, s E S, (10) 
-57 -w 
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so the integrable function p(X) =~~‘%‘(~) satisfies the conditions (Q-(8). For any 
a E d and a value v(X) ~f:‘s& we have 
and if the conditions (6)-(8) hold true then by Lemma 1 the corresponding 
function %?(A) = fi;l’“(p(X) belongs to Hand satisfies the relation (lo), i.e. U(X) E B. 
As a corollary of our Lemma 2 we obtain the following result: 
COROLLARY. Therelation 
V @tB = H (11) 
-m<t<w 
holds true ;f and only if 
- - 
f :la& = L,(h) for a.a. h (12) 
where L=(A) is the space fun&m, generated by the subspace L, C -P(d) of all 
fkz&m.s q(A) which satisfy the conditions (6x8). 
Note that this result can be useful for the extrapolation problem if we take 
S = (- co, 0) and T = [0, 00). In this case the corresponding subspace L, is 
the “Hardy class” of functions 
q(X) - f akeiak 
k-0 
(13) 
which are boundary values of analytical functions r(a) = Czcga#, 1 z 1 < 1 
(more exactly, for any Q E& a scalar function (v(h), a) is a boundary value of the 
analytical function (T(z), a) from the well-known Hardy class ZP). It is worth 
mentioning that for S = (- 00, 0) and T = [0, co) the relation (11) is equivulent 
to the regularity of the corresponding stationary process. From our condition 
(12) it is very easy to see that the dimension dim f :jz&, which is equal to 
the dimension dim&(X) of the “analytical” space-function L&l), is a constant 
dimf,1%? = A’ for a.a. X. (14 
(obviously dim f i’s& is the so-called rank of our stationary process). We shall 
return once more to the condition (12) of the regularity in Section 2. 
When considering the interpolation problem we have to take S = 
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(-co, 0) u (0, co) and T = {O}. Th e corresponding subspace L, will be the 
subspace of all constant functions rp(X) = a, a E &, for which 
Recall that the relation (11) in this case means that our stationary process is 
“fully minimal”-see [3]. As we have seen above, it is true if and only if the 
condition (12) suts$es: 
fi’“d = d for a.a. X (16) 
and the relation (15) holds for all a E L-Pe. 
In connection with this, note that if we take a sequence f,(t) = Utan(k = 
1, 2,..., - co < t < co) where a,, a2 ,... is a basis in &, then the condition for 
the stationary process {A, Ut} to be “fully minimal” is equivalent to the following: 
the sequence b%(t)) is minimal in the sense that any element &(t) does not belong to 
the closed linear manifold of all other elements fj(s) (cf. [l]). 
As a simple corollary of the condition (16) we obtain also the following result 
for a “fully minimal” stationary process of rank N, which is given as a family of 
univariate components i&(t)>. 
COROLLARY. There are N components &(t),..., f=‘.,(t) such that each component 
t,(t) can be represented in the fbrm 
where Vak; k = l,..., N, are some constants. 
[Indeed as it follows from (16), the space J&’ = H(0) has the dimension N 
and for any basis &JO),..., &JO) in JS? we have the representation (17).] 
3. As we have noted above, the relation (11) for “the innovation” 
B = H[O, co] 0 H(-to, 0) 
is equivalent to the regularity which means that 
n H(-, 4 = (0). n 
The question on the regularity was posed and completely solved by 
Kohnogorov (1939) f or univariate stationary processes. The new developments 
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of general (in particular, multivariate) stationary processes started in 1957 and 
the regularity was considered by many authors but in the general case the 
question on the regularity has not been solved yet.3 
From the very beginning of the study of a general stationary process {&, Ut} it 
was clear that the regularity is equivalent to the factorization 
of the spectral density f,, by an “analytical” operator-valued function vA in the 
Hilbert space SZ! with the Fourier decomposition 
tpA = f QkeiAk. 
k=O 
(19) 
More exactly, for all a, , a2 ERZ scalar functions (qAa, , a,) are boundary values of 
analytical functions r(2) = C&(@ kal , a2)zk from the well-known Hardy 
class Hl [under the condition (18) r(a) belongs to iY2]. 
Let us consider the following condition: For some “analytical” operator-valued 
function qua of the type (19) such that 
the relation 
s 
T --D llfh”2w II2 dh -c 00 (21) 
is satisfied (remember that f;l/” is the inverse operator from f ‘h/s& into the 
closure f :/“d). 
In the case of univariate stationary processes this condition means that for 
some scalar function C+Q which is a boundary value of an analytical function of 
the Hardy class H1 (shortly: qA E HI) we have 
s IT --n 
From this relation, it follows that 
log I ~ph I2 dh - 1” logf, dh < 00 
-?I 
(22) 
* The relevant references can be found, for example, in the books [4, 5’j and the recent 
paper WI. 
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and since log 1 CJQ 12 is integrable for any C,Q E H1 it is equivalent to the well-known 
Kolmogorov condition of the regularity 
s = logf,dh > --co. --?i 
In the case of multivariate stationary processes with nondegenerated matrix- 
valued spectral densityf, the conditions (20)--(21) mean that for some “analytical” 
matrix-valued function vA with components from the Hardy class H1 
s r Tr[v,*f hlp),J dh < co. (23) -77 
From this relation it follows that 
I R log[det qn*f ;QpA] dh = --n 
j” log 1 det vh I2 dh - j” log[det fA] dX < CCJ 
--n -77 
and since det v,, E H1ln, n = dim&, it is equivalent to the well-known Zasuhin 
condition of the regularity 
s 
s log[det f,+] dh > - 00. 
-77 
Let us consider another well-known condition which is sufient for the 
regularity of a general stationary process with a nondegenerate spectral density fh: 
s n logIIf,‘ll-‘dh > -co. (24) --II 
Under this relation the scalar function 11 f F1 jj-l can be represented as )I f;’ 11-l = 
1 fl(A)la, where B(h) E H1. It is very easy to see that the operator-valued function 
where I is the identity operator in A?, satisfies our conditions (20)-(21). 
By a similar argument we can easily show that the conditions (20)-(21) give 
us all known criteria of regularity. 
THEOREM. For the regularity of a general stationary process {A, Ut) with a 
spectral density fA the conditions (20~(21) are necessary and suj?&nt. 
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Proof. We shall go by the following path: the regularity =c= the factorization 
=P the conditions (20)-(21) * the regularity. 
Let a stationary process {&, V> with a spectral density fA be regular (non- 
deterministic) and (B, Ut) be a corresponding “innovation” process from Wold 
decomposition 
H(--co, t] = C @ U”B 
s<t 
(see, for example, [2]). We can assume that H = ?Z2(B) and & is a subspace in 
H(-m, 0] = 1 @ eiA8B, 
S<O 
consisting of some functions a(h) E P’“(B) 
gke-iAki, 
k=O 
where the Fourier coefficients 
eiAka(h) dh = yka, aE&, 
determine certain linear operators Yk; k = 0, l,... from & into B, so that for the 
corresponding operator-vaIued function 
#(A) = f YkeiAk, -77 < h < 77, 
k=O 
we have a(h) = +@)a, a E ~2. Obviously 
(Uk , a2 
s I” eiAt(t,bA*#Aul , a,) dA = I” eiAt(fAa, , a,) dh 
-77 -57 
for any elements a, , a2 E SI? and 
fA = p&* * +A for a.a. A. 
Let V be an isometric operator from B to &. Then the operator-valued function 
qA = $J~*V* = f yllc*V*eiAk 
k=O 
will give us the factorization (18). 
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Now, let we have the factorization (18). Obviously 
Ilfy, II2 = II vJA*a I?, aE&. 
Since vA*a = 0 for all elements a, which are orthogonal to the subspace T~JZ!, - - 
the relation (26) shows us that pA’nd = fi/s&. Without loss of generality, 
we can consider fi/2 and vA* only on the subspace f1/2d. If we determine 
the unitary operator VA from fF into v*cQz by the relation VAfij2a = @a, 
a E &, then one can see that the operator-valued function qA = f :/2VA* satisfies 
all the conditions (20)-(21). 
Let us consider now any operator-valued function v,, , which satisfies these 
conditions. Obviously, functions Q(h) = vAa, a E d, belong to the corresponding 
space L, , T = [0, co),-see (6)-(8)-and under conditions (20)-(21) we have 
the relation (12), but we have shown above that this relation is equivalent to 
regularity. 
The proof of our theorem is thus complete. 
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